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Introduction 
The aim of a collections management plan is to 
identify the needs and methods of the care for the 
interior furnishings of a home open for the public. 
Objects are assessed within their environment and 
risks, and related to the different possibilities of 
preventive and remedial conservation, as well as 
emergency measures.

Eastnor Castle has been open for public access 
for a number of years, and an established 
housekeeping and building management regime 
has already been implemented. The management 
has been cooperating for a number of years with the 
fire department and the community risk manager, 
and various preventive measures are employed. A 
number of specialists in various fields have been 
consulted. An inventory as well as a salvage list 
have already been drawn up in previous years, and 
thus were not part of drawing up the collection 
management plan. In addition, issues such as 
public access arrangement, or costs of any given 
intervention or measure are not covered by this 
collection management plan.

We considered within available time and feasibility 
to focus the assessment and thus the report on the 
identification of necessary remedial conservation 
measures for specific artefacts and works of art 
on the one hand, and preventive conservation 
measures on the other hand. The different preventive 
conservation measures will above all reduce and 
slow down the risk of further damage to objects, 
but natural aging of materials and daily tear and 
wear unfortunately cannot prevent their eventual 
(visible) damage over a period of time. Preventive 
conservation measures will help to reduce the force 
exterior damaging factors have on the objects, such 
as light, temperature and relative humidity, pests 
and the daily wear and tear. 

Each room or hall is furnished with a separate list 
of remedial conservation measures. We strived 
to identify the objects requiring most urgent 
intervention. By no means, though, these lists 
should be understood as an exhaustive catalogue, 
but as a ready-to-use manual for immediate action. 
As most urgent were deemed those furnishings that 
would continue to suffer from daily use or where 
a biological attack has taken place, posing thus a 
threat to the object and possibly a health hazard. 
For any of these measures the advice and expertise 
of conservation professionals will be necessary. It 
may be advisable that once a conservation expert of 

a specific field will examine the identified and listed 
objects, an assessment of the remaining objects 
pertaining to that field should be undertaken. 

In addition, we have compiled for each room a list of 
specific measures changing or modifying the impact 
external factors have, such as exposure to light, 
water, humidity and temperature and the daily wear 
and tear. Also for these measures a conservation 
expert will have to be consulted, for instance as 
to how photographs and documents should be 
stored in accordance to contemporary standards. 
The lists serve as a checklist for the measures to be 
undertaken on a short-term or long-term basis. 

Aim of these above-mentioned lists is to provide an- 
easy-to-use checklist, at the same time suggesting 
different measures that can be implemented on a 
daily basis without complicating the daily routine or 
exceeding economic resources.

The Collection Management Plan should ideally 
be reviewed every five years, and necessary 
modifications can thus be implemented into the 
house management plan.
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Climate
Room climate during our visit to Eastnor in 
July/August 2011 revealed several problematic 
situations: during one day rain had set in. The 
rooms had reached temperatures around 21° C. 
This means, that the higher the temperatures are the 
more moisture can be carried in the air, which, once 
the temperature drops, moisture is deposited on 
surfaces (condensation). In fact, we measured that 
the relative humidity in the vicinity of the entrance 
(Entrance, Great Hall and Red Hall) had considerably 
risen up to 76%!, most probably caused by an open 
entrance door. In comparison, the relative humidity 
in the Long Library remained at around 60% relative 
humidity. This poses various problems, on the one 
hand, the condensation will harm materials such 
as metals (the various metal objects show signs of 
corrosion!!!), or increase the possibility of mould. 
On the other hand, sudden changes in temperature 
and humidity stress any kind of material and will 
accelerate the aging process. In this kind of situation 
it would be advisable to simply close windows and 
doors to avoid the ingress of excess humidity into 
the rooms. 

To control temperature and humidity, the entrance 
situation will have to be slightly changed, possibly 
with a heavy curtain or double doors. Architects and/
or climate control experts should thus be consulted. 
In addition, windows should not remain open all day 
long, and regular airing should occur for merely 
10/15 min. at a time (cross-airing/diagonal airing). 
In summer, airing should be carried out during the 
cooler morning hours. Reducing the time for airing 
will also help to keep diminished the ingress of 
pests and dust.

In general, there are a few rules for climate 
control. Avoid any sudden changes in humidity 
and temperature. For every material there is a 
specific ideal level of relative humidity, which differs 
considerately from material to material. Therefore, a 
compromise has been established for environments 
with mixed materials, lying at 50-65% relative 
humidity. The temperature should not drop below 
13°C 1, in winter time it should not be higher than 
18°C, avoiding thus that the relative humidity drops 
too much. In summer time, the temperature should 
not exceed 22°C. To avoid damage to objects in 
the vicinity of heatings/radiators, the surface of a 
radiator should not exceed 60°C. 

1  Some of the literature mention 5°C.

To reduce heating costs in wintertime and to reduce 
also the ingress of pests (small flies in summer time) 
the insulation of the roof tiles may be necessary. 
Earthen plaster, as was used in prior times to 
insulate the roof, may still be a good option if the 
material is modified to meet modern requirements, 
and a specialist may have to be sought for advice. 

A climate control expert will have to be consulted 
with regard to the so-called “conservation heating” 
(see also for this both attachments dealing with 
climate control).
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Light 
Materials react more or less strongly to light 
exposure. Materials, such as ceramics, stone and 
metal are insensitive to light, whereas ivory, painted 
and lacquered surfaces are moderately sensitive. 
Most sensitive to light exposure are materials such 
as paper, prints, photographs, textiles, leather and 
parchment, as well as natural history specimen.

A few recommendations for the reduction of UV 
exposure are UV protection films for the windows. 
They need be renewed approximately every 8 
years. A renewal has to be undertaken as soon as 
possible, as the last time the film was replaced is 15 
years ago. Dates for regular replacement should be 
implemented in the house management plan. It is 
important to include all windows for this procedure, 
also those of the staircase hall.

Furthermore, blinds need to be placed in all rooms 
(especially ground floor, top part of the windows, 
from outside blinds would also be aesthetically 
more pleasing).(Fig. 1) 

It would be important to choose blinds large enough, 
so that light is completely shut out. Metal blinds 
are not advisable, as they heat up and are more 

difficult to clean. Blinds should be drawn in those 
rooms that are not open for the public. The same 
is true for electric lighting: lights need to be turned 
on only when rooms are visited, to reduce both light 
exposure and electricity costs. It could be possible 
to use motion detectors, so that light is turned on 
only when it becomes necessary. 

Light sensitive materials, such as tapestries, pastels 
and photographs should be moved to darker areas 
in the house, or blinds and solar films need to be 
regularly checked or replaced. (Fig. 2)

Heat and UV-free light bulbs should be used in 
general, especially if they are near heat and light 
sensitive objects, such as paper objects or textiles. 
In addition, cold light should be employed in closed 
environments, such as the show cases. (Fig. 3)

Checking light levels with a luxmeter will clarify if 
materials are kept in appropriate environments. 
Light exposure should be measured and recorded 
when new UV protection film is installed, and 
then checked at regular intervals; an increase in 
lux will indicate that protective film will have to be 
exchanged (consult professionals).

Fig. 1: Blinds need to be put also on top part of the windows
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Fig. 2: UV protection should be installed on all windows, and regularly replaced every 8 years. Light sensitive objects 
should be put in dark/er places

Fig. 3: “Hot-spots” with increase in temperature will damage materials
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Housekeeping
Housekeeping plays a central role in the conservation 
of arts of works and artefacts. With the regular care 
of these objects, long-term damage and biological 
attacks caused by accumulation of dirt and dust can 
be successfully prevented or reduced. This constant 
“monitoring” of objects at the same time will identify 
new damage or threats, so that immediate action 
can be undertaken. 

The level of housekeeping at Eastnor Castle is 
very impressive, which is due for the major part to 
staff members. Only with personal dedication and 
knowledge it is possible to keep this exceptional 
level of maintenance and care.

General observations

There are only a few, minor suggestions we would 
like to make for housekeeping activities, such as 
the methods and materials employed for the care 
of the objects. Generally speaking, the use of 
cleaning agents should be reduced to a necessary 
minimum, and the less additives a product has the 
better. Products containing silicones should not 
be employed. Any abrasive products for delicate 
surfaces need to be avoided as well. There are 
products on the market for the care of leather, wood 
or metal that may be advised for new furnishings, 
but they are not necessarily advisable for the care 
of antiques, as their components may not visibly 
damage surfaces and structures, but eventually 
will leave irreversible trace. Wax polishes for 
example should be used sparingly, avoiding thus 
a build-up of material, and furthermore preferably 
pastes containing only beeswax rather than liquids 
or sprays, which usually are composed of many 
additional components, are advisable. Any kind of 
material, which cannot or with difficulty be reversed, 
such as wax, should not be used on unprotected 
wooden areas, like areas of woodfrass. When 
wooden furniture will be eventually conserved and 
pieces of wood replaced, these affected areas will 
require additional intervention. 

Once the conservation experts will be consulted 
for the different remedial interventions, it may be 
a good opportunity to also seek advise about the 
most appropriate cleaning agents for the various 
materials, such as the diverse metals and the leather 
objects (especially the gilt polychrome leather arm 
chairs and benches). 

Further attention should be placed on the choice 

of cleaning cloths or dusters. Especially surfaces, 
that are already slightly damaged, any kind of 
cloths or duster, which may get caught on the 
damaged “open” surface of an object, should not 
be employed.

When a scaffold is required for housekeeping 
measures, solid boards should be placed below 
the wheels. This will help to stabilize potentially 
shaky scaffolds, and it will reduce the weight/inch 
on carpets and floors, reducing thus damage. A 
protective cover, like felt, should be put under the 
boards.

The knowledge of how and when objects should 
be taken care of, when specific interventions are 
required, like dealing with pests, is crucial for the 
care of the house. In the case when the main current 
housekeeper(s) should not be able to continue 
working permanently or temporarily at Eastnor, a 
replacement will have to be chosen and trained long 
before that moment will eventually come.

Pests

In environments with many textiles, the risk of 
pests, such as clothes moths, requires constant 
monitoring, especially in dark and undisturbed 
areas, as well as in areas where organic material is 
present, such as sofas and chairs. 

Pests will be attracted by and kind of food, bird 
nests or dead animals, and it is thus advisable to 
clean chimneys twice a year, as well as areas in 
the house, which are presently in disuse, such as 
the Turret Room adjacent to the Train Room, or the 
accumulated soil and dust around windows. After 
events food and drink will have to be disposed of as 
soon as possible.

When dealing with pest control in addition to the 
already employed methods, the use of natural 
methods should be considered. Lavender sachets 
could thus be placed in the appropriate areas near 
textiles, but not on them.
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There are several guidelines, which may be 
considered:

• Involvement and training of staff in pest control

• Maintain relative humidity at low level

• Keeping temperatures if possible below 20°C

• Any item entering a collection should be checked  
 for any pest infestation. Logs kept in the fireplace  
 for decorative purposes should be heated   
 at 65°C for 24 hours to reduce risk of   
 wood worm attack

• Minimise storage of food and drink 

• Consider installing insects screens on windows

• Building maintenance measures will need to be  
 carried out on a regular basis, reducing thus   
 not only ingress of water but also the   
 ideal living conditions for rodents,    
 birds and insects

• Employ the least damaging pest control and   
 remedial methods for both man and object

• Monitor especially objects of natural history   
 specimen, and fabrics which are soiled

• Infested materials, which are not historic objects  
 may be treated with low-hazardous sprays,   
 such as “Constrain”, but for any other historic  
 objects appropriate method and materials will  
 have to be determined by professionals.   
 Infested materials may have to be bagged and  
 isolated to prevent the spread of an infestation

• After pests have been removed with a   
 vacuum cleaner, the vacuum cleaner bag   
 will have to be disposed of as the bag is an   
 ideal environment for continued breeding

• Traps need to be checked in March, June,   
 September and December

• Place moths traps also higher: 1,7 – 2,5 m   
 (depending on type of moths trap), radius of   
 5 metres, out of draught and in centre of the room

• Mothballs: do not put directly on textiles.   
 It will stain. Think of alternatives:    
 lavender oil on windowsills

• Checklist for regular monitoring/prevention

• What happened to woodworm pheromone   
 traps (place in April, check weekly)

• What happened to Vapona strips for    
 wood worm? (Vapona strips betw. April-August)

        
• What happened to p-anis traps (carpet beetle)?  
 (place p-anis traps on window sills in   
 spring/summer time, renew every 6th month)

Insects in general
•  Insects are often found in corners, creases, 
 behind fixtures, old chimney pieces, air ducts  
 etc. Check hidden places regularly

•  Check traps particularly in March, June,   
 September and December

Woodworms
•  Vulnerable time is April-August

•  Check particularly unpolished wooden areas /  
 joints of frames

•  Monitoring system by painting the holes with  
 wood stain and placing dark patches under   
 furniture to observe wood dust

•  Place woodworm pheromone traps in early May  
 in sensible rooms such as in both Libraries,   
 check weekly

•  Phosphor fumigation kills active woodworms in  
 rooms with good anti-woodworm conditions but  
 it is not sustainable. Therefore use also Vapona  
 for sensible rooms and furniture (April-August)

•  Info: Vapona Strips: best conditions to use: high  
 temperature and 55% relative humidity. Protect  
 yourself with gloves as pesticide is harmful to 
 humans and also to historic objects. Therefore  
 use it only in April-August

Carpet beetles
•  Place p-anis traps on window sills in    
 spring/summer time, renew every 6th month

•  Check larvae skins on carpets etc.    
 (considering larvae can forage widely and take  
 some years to complete development)
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Fig. 4: Unused rooms should be cleaned to reduce risk of pest infestation, and damage through dust and dirt

Fig. 5: Reduce pest infestation, e.g. by heating wood at 65˚C for 24 hours
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Moths

• Monitor in April/May (flying time), during this time  
 check at least every 3rd week

• Exchange moths traps every 3 months according  
 to instructions

• Look more carefully where people spend more  
 time (fire places)

• Look more carefully where furniture stands on  
 carpets (sofas, armchairs, beds etc.)

• Check in quiet and dark corners or on backs of  
 sofas, underneath armchairs etc.

• Check moths extra when carpets etc. are in dark  
 areas 

• First aid: wrap contaminated items in a   
 polyethylene bag

• Killing moths (low cost technique): high   
 temperature method: placing infested items   
 in black polyethylene in the sun for a day

• Spray with Constrain and put Vapona   
 under beds

• Put lavender sachets on window sills

Fig. 6: Collect all broken furniture, bag and label them and 
have them reattached regularly by professional

Object Care

For the regular and particular care we list a few 
guidelines, but the advice and possibly training 
of staff by professional conservators may still be 
required. For particular preventive and remedial 
measures, as well as cleaning methods and agents 
professional conservators will have to be consulted. 

During our visit to Eastnor, we noticed on several 
occasions that broken off furniture pieces were 
kept in drawers of dressers and tables. We would 
strongly advise to collect all broken pieces and 
have them reattached by a professional. This will 
help reduce further damage, and additional costs 
of reconstruction. If in future furniture will break, 
detached pieces should be put into bags, which 
are then labelled indicating furniture and location, 
and then kept in a specifically designated area 
in the house. On a regular basis, the respective 
professional will be consulted to reattach the broken 
elements.
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Fig. 7: Protect surfaces from daily tear and wear, e.g. with sacrificial cloth, or with covers made of same material,   
which can be separately cleaned

Fig. 8: Objects should be placed without getting squeezed, banged, scraped or knocked over
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Fig. 9: Damaged surfaces should be treated as soon as possible. In interim phase, a water-based wood stain to monitor 
possible damage by woodworm

Fig. 10: Stickers, or like here, tape, should not be used on delicate surfaces like gilt wood
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Fig. 11: Textiles need to be kept on brackets, and closely monitored for pests. Avoid wool for lining in show cases

Preventing damage through daily wear and tear can 
be reduced by observing a few simple guidelines:

• Place door-stoppers behind doors which might  
 hit fragile objects or which get damaged   
 themselves

• Leave enough room to handle and move objects

• Plan for sufficient time for any cleaning or   
 handling of objects

• Cleaning agents and chemicals should be   
 employed as little as possible, and only after   
 consultation with conservator 

• Fragile and valuable objects should be ex-
 hibited or stored in such a manner as to minimize  
 potentially damaging factors: heat, humidity, 
 direct UV light and physical contact.    
 Therefore, keep water sensitive objects like   
 paper, wood, gilded surfaces away from water.  
 Objects such as wood or paintings should be  
 kept away from too much heat, and    
 light sensitive materials like textiles or   
 photographs away from too much light exposure

• Inform house staff, offer training sessions by   
 professional conservators

• Avoid attaching/sticking/introducing any   
 “foreign” material to any given objects,   

 such as gaffer tape to wood, so-called   
 “identi-dots” on furniture or metal pins   
 onto textiles 

• Always keep a minimum distance of 5-10 cm  
 between furniture and walls/signs etc. 

• Always keep a minimum distance of 30 cm   
 between furniture and heat sources

• Secure loosened parts of textile borders to   
 prevent further loss and tearing

• Avoid cords abrading fragile textiles and wooden  
 ornament of chairs

• Place protective covers of same material on   
 armrests (can be regularly cleaned)  (Fig. 7)

• Place pieces of cork between glass and table

• Rather lift than push furniture even if they have   
 rollers

• Lift objects at the strongest parts, avoid lifting on  
 handles

• Provide a central box for all loosened pieces and  
 put them in paper bags/tie a tag around it, which  
 indicate the origin (Fig. 8)
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Wood
Feather dusters should not be employed, neither 
cloths with a treated with a cleaning agent or 
paraffin wax. Surfaces need to be waxed only once 
a year, as to avoid a build-up of wax. Usually buffing 
with soft cloth will suffice. 

Soft brushes are recommended for carvings.

Clean surfaces with magnetic cloth, if wet cleaning 
should become necessary, check solubility before. 
Painted or gilt objects should not come in contact 
with water, and surface friction kept to a minimum. 
Varnished objects should not be exposed to 
sunlight, as varnish will become considerably 
lighter. Beeswax in paste should be used for surface 
protection, and additives to bees wax avoided. 
Areas, which are damaged by woodworm, can be 
easily monitored by applying a wood stain on water 
basis onto lighter areas (small paint brush). Stained 
areas will then be easily distinguished from freshly 
attacked places. (Fig. 9)

Particularly greasy wooden areas (unpainted) can 
be treated with mineral spirits on soft cloth, test first 
on little spot.

Furniture should be lifted in the area of major 
gravity, and historic wheels should not be used. 
Handles, knobs for instance should not be used to 
lift furniture.

Protect tables with glass: to avoid micro-climate 
between wood and glass, place pieces of cork 
between table top and glass. (Fig. 10)

Textile
As textiles are particularly subject to pest infestation 
and very light sensitive, it is advisably to place them 
in areas protected from sunlight, but well aired. 
Regular monitoring for clothes moths or carpet 
beetle is advised, and should be checked for in dark 
areas and under folds. 

Vacuum cleaners should be equipped with a low 
suction device, and then a protective screen should 
be placed on the textile. Rugs should be vacuumed 
from both sides. Delicate fringes or damaged areas 
should be protected with a cardboard.  

Textiles, such as clothing, should be stored with 
brackets to maintain their shape and protect thus 
the fibres. Any damaged textile should be treated as 
soon as possible to prevent further damage.  

In case a textile has a painted surface, it should 
not be rolled for storage, but horizontally with soft 
tissue. Microclimates should be avoided.

Direct contact with wood (tannin, acids) should also 
be avoided. (Fig. 11)

Paper
Books should not come into contact with waxed 
wooden surfaces, and leather covers should not be 
treated with wax, as it will become brittle. Leather in 
turn will damage wood finishes. Any objects inside 
books should be taken out. Regular monitoring for 
pests by spot-checking is advised. 

Make sure that books do not stand too close 
together, and are not stacked too high, or lean on 
an angle. Shelves should provide the possibility to 
let air pass behind the books. 

A paper conservator will have to be called as soon 
as possible, as an infestation (not determined 
whether active or not) is visible in the storage room 
and the library.

Avoid direct sunlight (even with UV film) on 
photographs, work on paper, pastels and textiles 
(oil on canvas is not that sensible). (Fig. 12)

Consider using photographs/facsimiles of very 
important manuscripts in show cases.

Glass
Delicate surfaces should be protected from glass 
and ceramics by attaching felt or cork underneath 
bottoms. They should not be lifted at original 
handles but from bottom side. 

Constant change of temperature and level of relative 
humidity should be avoided.

Mirrors should be cleaned with a microfiber cloth 
and historic mirrors should not be touched without 
protection as they might contain quicksilver.

Metal
Most pressing is the fact that remedial and 
preventive measures will have to be undertaken as 
soon as possible. The armour objects show signs 
of oxidation, and need to be treated and if possible 
the climatic conditions will have to change or the 
objects will have to be put in a different hall. 

Metal objects, as they are regularly cleaned, need 
a protective layer, which has to be renewed more 
often than is now the case. 

In addition, acids, like those, which are contained 
in sweat, will attack metal surfaces. Thus, it is 
necessary to wear gloves when touching metals, 
and any metal surface, which will normally be 
touched by visitors, will have to be polished with a 
soft cloth.  (Fig. 13)
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Fig. 12: Photographs are light sensitive. Especially for these objects UV exposure needs to be strongly reduced

Fig. 13: Corrosion is provoked through high levels of relative humidity, and through acids as present in sweat. Gloves 
should be worn when handling metals
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Do avoid to keep different metals in close contact to 
prevent galvanic reactions between metals.

Brass:      
Clean with mineral spirits and soft cloth, or jeweller’s 
flannel cloth. Protect with hard wax (microcrystalline 
wax) (consult conservator).

Iron:      
Clean with mineral spirit. Protect with hard 
wax (microcrystalline wax), or with oil (consult 
conservator). Painted iron should not be treated 
with wax. Armoury: avoid liquids and use fine brush 
instead, oil surface regularly.

Pewter and lead:    
Loose white powder is an indicator for active 
corrosion. Pewter and lead should not be polished. 
Surface protection should be carried out with a layer 
of hard microcrystalline wax (consult conservator). 

Silver:      
Cleaning with soft brush or cotton cloth. Object 
then would have to cleaned with clear water 
and immediately dried. Do not use any abrasive 
materials, as they will take away layers of original 
surface. Micro crystalline wax should be employed 
for the protective layer. Keep silver in protective 
acid-free tissue paper to prevent tarnishing (consult 
conservator). Avoid storing rubber compounds 
and wool together with silver. Coins should only be 
cleaned by experts.

Paintings
Clean surface only with dry soft brush. Do not 
use any water or solvents on surface or frames. 
Any flaking or  blooming will have to be treated 
by a conservator. If paintings are considered to be 
protected with glass, then anti-glare and laminated 
safety-glass is advised. Effects of climate changes 
or punctures on paintings can be reduced by placing 
an acid-free carton to the back of the painting.

Check hanging system of especially heavy paintings 
regularly. (Fig. 14)

Provide ventilation behind pictures by putting a 
piece of cork between frame and wall. 

Pictures should be stored with their surfaces 
respectively their backs touching each other.  
Paintings should not be leaned on easily movable 
furniture and in heavily frequented areas. 

Natural History Specimen
Especially these objects need careful monitoring, 
as the organic materials are extremely subject to 
pest infestation. Cleaning of these objects requires 
specific protective wear, as exhibits contain toxins. 
Fragile objects need particular attention and care.

Objects should preferably be kept at temperatures 
at around 13-15 °C, and an environment with low 
relative humidity will accelerate the loss of fur and 
feathers.

Fig. 14: Check hangings of heavy paintings, lamps or other objects regularly
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Electrical or optical objects
These objects should preferably be cleaned by a 
conservator. To dust them only pressurized oil-free 
air in spray cans should be employed. (Fig. 15)

Fig. 15: Records should be stored vertically and in appropriate cover
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Storage
Particular attention needs to be given to the archive, 
and a paper conservator should be consulted as 
soon as possible. Biological attack is visible on 
documents, mould can be found on walls and ceiling, 
and storage methods and materials need adjusting. 
Books are not kept in ideal storage position, metal 
clips and rubber bands should be removed from 
paper, and the use of permanent markers like biros 
or felt tip pens should be absolutely avoided on 
documents, as they are irreversible. 

Temperatures should not drop below 5°C in 
winter, and should be preferably around 13-18 °C, 
and relative humidity should not rise above 60%.  
They should be stored at max. 18˚ C, 45-50% RH. 
Storage room needs to be aired regularly to avoid 
mould, and checked regularly for biological attack. 
Cupboards and shelves should stand at least 20 cm 
away from walls to ensure air circulation. Documents 
should not come into direct contact with the walls 
(condensation) and should be examined for mould 
and pests. Check rain pipes etc. regularly to avoid 
water damage. (Fig. 16)

Keep records of all visitors allowed into the archive. 
Documents should ideally be handled by everyone 
with gloves (cotton or nitrite), and food and drink 
should not be kept near documents as tidiness and 
cleanness are essential for conserving materials and 
spotting pests easily. For that reason clean archive 
regularly, especially in winter.

New shelves need to be put into the archive to allow 
more storage room and enough space to actually 
move and arrange objects and instable shelves 
removed or fixed. Prefer metal shelves to wood 
shelves. Wooden boards should not be used for 
the shelves, unless they meet specific requirements 
with coatings/materials. If wooden shelves have to 
be used, place acid-free board between shelf and 
object. Sapwood and plywood containing organic 
glue or materials should thus not be employed. 
Also wood containing tannic acids should not 
be employed for keeping any kind of material, 
especially paper, leather and textiles. Metal shelves 
should be made of rust-free material or should be 
powder-coated. (Fig. 17)

Store books vertically, store large or heavy 
books horizontally and only one at a time. Store 
photographs, large papers and maps horizontally in 
boxes (not more than 20 at a time). Store newspaper 
articles in acid-free envelopes and avoid contact 
with other documents. It is also better to remove 

post-its and mark objects with hanging tags. 
Always use pencil on back sides (no ink!). As for 
vallum: check temperature and humidity regularly 
as material is very sensitive to variation (max. 18˚ C, 
RH 55-65 %).

Presently, standard storage materials are acid-
free and lignin-free paper and cardboard; cotton, 
linen and polyester fabrics; polyester batting and 
films; polyethylene and polypropylene bags. In 
addition, products such as Tyvek and Mylar are 
used nowadays for the storage and packaging of 
different materials. Avoid storing materials that are 
chemically unstable, e.g. wood products, cardboard, 
cellophane, adhesive tapes, foam rubber, plastics, 
metal paper clips and staples, rubber bands and 
rubber-based glues.

Linings in display cases should be inert and not 
contain materials that may emit damaging vapours. 
Wool baize for example releases sulphides, which 
will tarnish silver or renders leather to become brittle. 
In addition, wool will attract clothes moths. Textiles 
in storage rooms should be made of unbleached 
tightly woven cotton.

Photographs and films made of nitrocellulose require 
specific attention as there is a risk of spontaneous 
ignition. A specialist for this material has to be 
consulted, and climate and storage conditions 
should be modified. Films and photographs should 
be stored separately from archival objects at low 
temperatures and low relative humidity levels. The 
smell of acetic acid is an indicator of decaying 
cellulose nitrate.

The storage room located in the stables is climate 
controlled, but documents need to be regularly 
examined and monitored. Do not store furniture that 
still bears signs of cobwebs and possibly woodworm 
or other pests. Before storing any object, it will have 
to be carefully cleaned and examined for possible 
pests, possibly even “quarantined”. Consult experts 
(air conditioning, paper conservator, building 
engineer) before converting the archive or extending 
it to other rooms.
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Fig. 17: Book shelves need to be installed and books stored appropriately

Fig. 16: Improve archive: mould
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Loans
Occasionally art works are loaned to museums for 
specific exhibitions. To ensure that an object leaves 
Eastnor and returns without unrecorded damage, 
its conservation state will have to be documented 
each time, preferably in written and photographic 
form before it leaves Eastnor. The requirements 
of documentation will be specified by insurance 
companies and the museums, and should be 
followed to ensure that insurance companies will 
cover costs for conservation works in case of 
damage. Packaging material should be chosen 
according to current conservation standards, or 
conditions as specified by insurance companies or 
museums. 

Short List

• Documentation in clean, well-lit area

• Written report about condition + photograph   
 before each loan 

• Condition report: standardised document   
 (inventory number, composition, type,   
 location, extend of damage, previous repairs,  
 name of examiner, date of examination)

• Check loans immediately after their return,   
 cross-check to list made prior to sending it away 

Fig. 18: Cords should not be placed on or around delicate surfaces (abrasion), movement of cord may knock down plate

Fig. 19: Door and chair are too close together
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House Staff
Awareness-raising training sessions for both 
temporary and regular staff should be implemented 
on a regular basis (e.g. biannually), or depending on 
particular circumstances. These sessions should 
include the appropriate handling of objects, such as 
carrying, rather than dragging, furniture, avoiding to 
place objects near sources of heat, obstructing fire 
escape routes and fire extinguishers, placing chairs 
too close to fragile objects. The same is true for 
fire or emergency drills and first aid measures. The 
latter already occur on different training levels every 
three years.  (Fig. 18, 19)

House staff, especially guides who return frequently 
to specific rooms or halls, could actively be involved 
in “monitoring” the home. Water leakage visible on 
ceilings, furniture or floors, as had occurred during 
our visit to Eastnor, may be detected early enough, 
if all staff will help to consciously observe and 
examine rooms for any damage. Checking for water 
ingress or pests should be made a daily routine. 
When the house shuts down in autumn, somebody 
will have to take over this responsibility.  
(Fig. 20, 21, 22)

As for the safety of house staff, we suggest to move 
the paint from the paint room; paints containing 
solvents pose a health hazard, especially if food if 
stored in the vicinity. 

Fig. 20: Water detectors should be placed near drains, and/or regular checking of pipes/drains necessary
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Fig. 21: Heat sensitive objects are placed too near to sources of heat

Fig. 22: Solvents and inflammable materials should be 
kept in fire proof storage. Health hazards should be re-
duced as far as possible
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Events and Guests
When specific events take place, such as in-house 
shooting of film, a large amount people will come in 
contact or even handle objects. All of this will exert 
additional stress on the home. One aspect to lessen 
and prevent potential damage to the environment 
could be to raise awareness beforehand with the 
film crew. Measures that should be avoided by 
the technical film crew are the use of strong tape 
on delicate surfaces, such as veneer, gilding, and 
painted surfaces. Strong lamps or source of heat 
should not be used near temperature sensitive 
objects. (Fig. 23)

It may be necessary to put down sacrificial carpeting 
during such big events to protect delicate floors, 
depending on the event further measures may have 
to be carried out to protect furnishings. Objects 
that can easily be knocked over, break or are very 
valuable should be permanently moved from a film 
set.

The filming of particular paintings or other valuable 
art works possibly should not be allowed in order to 
meet requirements of insurance policies.

For other events like weddings or conferences, 
where food and drink are offered to a large amount 
of people, it may be advisable to choose food 
and drink that do not stain if dropped or spilled. 
Therefore, red berries or red wine might have to 
be in some cases avoided, or offered in specific 
environments, where spillage will not endanger 
furnishings. Sufficient protective coasters for 
drinks, vases or plates should be available. Tables 
should be fitted with heat-proof covers where hot 
plates may damage sensitive surfaces. Waterproof 
druggets should be employed in spaces where food 
and drink are prepared and stored where spillage 
poses a potential danger.

Food should not be stored for a longer period 
than necessary in areas outside the kitchen, and 
remains or spillages cleaned as early as possible 
as any food will attract eventually pests. A first-aid-
spillage-box could provide a useful way to deal with 
little accidents. Access to this kit should be possible 
for anyone at any time. Candle wax on table cloths 
or any other surfaces can be avoided by employing 
non-drip candles.

Events, which require guests to wear large sport 
equipment, or moving around of furniture or other 
items, should be made aware of potential danger to 
the furnishings. Alternatively, sport equipment could 
be put on shortly before the activity. 

Where furniture will constantly have to be moved, 
various factors may need consideration: preferably 
furniture, that will able to withhold the strain of 
constant handling, should be moved. Trolleys 
should preferably have a hydraulic buffer system, 
to protect both the furniture and the floor, and their 
corners should be fitted with either foam or rubber 
to protect walls and furniture. Furniture that is fitted 
with wheels should nevertheless be moved by lifting 
rather than by rolling.

A one-metre clearance space around chair and 
tables should be provided, and any furniture, which 
may easily be knocked over, should not be placed 
near areas that are constantly frequented. (Fig. 24)

Doors during delivery or events should possibly 
not be wedged open, as temperature and humidity 
levels within the halls will be subject to rapid and 
uncontrolled change. Non-slip mats should be 
placed at any entrance. (Fig. 25, 26)

Especially the Red Hall, which is one of the spaces 
that is used most for the temporary storage of 
furniture during events, may have to be rearranged 
to lessen the negative impact on the furniture.

Fig. 23: Valuable and fragile objects are to be kept in safe 
location
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Fig. 24: Leave enough room around walls and furniture for people to move

Fig. 25: Put mats at entrances to prevent additional dirt 
and dust to be introduced into the house

Within a small space many delicate and sensitive 
materials are present in this hall, and additional 
furniture is stored there, leaning on fragile surfaces 
and objects. Some objects may have to be 
permanently moved to another room, and the Red 
Hall should only contain more sturdy furniture. 

Furniture should be carried below shoulder level, 
and any items larger than 1.25 m should be moved 
by at least two persons.  (Fig. 27, 28)

Long-term storage in the Train Room could be 
improved, if chairs and tables do not lean directly 
on the painted walls. A protective device on the 
walls should be installed and objects should be 
stored with preferably 1m distance to walls. Moving 
and handling of furniture could be easier and less 
damaging to the room, if an elevated platform, 
covering approximately a third of the Train Room, 
would be installed, increasing thus the storage area 
of the Train Room. Shelves to store the tables could 
be placed below the platform.  

Safety measures and specific requirements and 
insurance for large events or the use of particular 
use of machinery, open fire etc. will have to be 
addressed with the respective insurance companies 
(and film companies or other users) and with the fire 
department and emergency and disaster experts. 
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Contracts between users and owner will clarify 
responsibilities and conditions of use. (Fig. 29)

Rainy days are a frequent phenomenon in England, 
and thus a few simple steps can be implemented 
to avoid introducing excess mud and humidity into 
the house. To begin with, a shoe cleaner could be 
placed at the entrance, either a mechanical or an 
electrically driven device. Wet clothing should be left 
near the entrance as well, along with heavy or large 
bags. Surely guests would be happy to enjoy their 
visit without having to carry around uncomfortable 
wet clothing or heavy bags. For that purpose 
shelves could be positioned at the entrance in one 
of the  “dead” corners next to the entrance. 

As also dogs, especially those with long fur, will 
introduce humidity and dirt, so we suggest to put 
a basket with towels next to the water bowl at the 
entrance. (Fig. 30)

Occasionally it may occur that overnight-guests 
will accidently damage furniture. Asking guests 
to inform in-house staff of mishaps, could help to 
prevent further damage or even loss of broken off 
furniture. You may want to place a notice asking 
guests to help maintaining the house.

Short list

• Moving of furniture: alternatives for storage of  
 furniture/appliances in Red Hall: objects should  
 not be leaned against delicate exhibits

• Find alternatives to paravents in Great Hall and  
 Red Hall as they are much damaged already.  
 Suggestion: Replace with the paravent   
 in the Long Library

• Flower vases etc. should not be put on wooden  
 furniture without protection

• Leave enough room for guests to move behind  
 and around chairs

• Place valuable objects away from food, food   
 preparation and the possible “extreme” admirer  
 of objects

• Cover edges of trolleys with soft material

• Install trolley suspension, hydraulic buffer

Fig. 26: Provide coasters and mats for events to avoid the staining of furniture
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Fig. 27: Particularly in areas that guests and visitors frequent any objects that will be knocked down easily should be 
moved or secured

Fig. 28: Trolleys should be equipped with hydraulic system and protected corners
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Fig. 29: Loss of paint layer is presumably caused by visitors touching the painting in narrow spaces. Hang paintings 
higher or ask visitors to leave bags at the entrance

Fig. 30: Consider putting a basket with towels to dry off dogs on rainy days
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Salvage List
Presently, a salvage list has been drawn up only 
for the art works on ground floor. Important and 
valuable items on first floor need to be included 
in this list, such as the tapestries in the staircase 
hallway, or the same type of chairs that can be 
found on ground floor. 

In addition, as soon as any object is put in a different 
place, this change has to be noted on the list, and 
the various stakeholders informed. 

Any work of art, as a rule, which is prone to be easily 
knocked down, or even taken by one of the many 
anonymous visitors during the high seasons, may 
need to be moved to a safer location.

Fire Prevention 
Regular fire drills (every two years) are carried out at 
Eastnor Castle, and the fire alarm is tested every 6 
months. In addition, the community risk manager is 
consulted every year for updates and information. 
What appears to lack, is on the one hand a direct 
communication between police department, fire 
department and Eastnor Castle management, and 
on the other hand an actual run-through with the 
fire brigade, taking into account various “freak” 
situations such as access to water from the (frozen) 
lake in deepest winter.  (Fig. 31)

Access during large events such as “Big Chill”, 
weddings etc. will have be considered as well as 
specific requirements for fire evacuation during any 
kind of event. Also the method of extinguishing a fire 
will have to be discussed with the fire brigade, as 
excess water will damage most objects irreversibly, 
and alternatives will have to be considered. Dry 
powder fire extinguishers should not be used 
as their chemicals are too aggressive for most 
materials. A CO2 extinguisher is advisable for small 
closed rooms, but masks will have to be worn. 
Alternatively, extinguishing foam can be employed.

Fig. 31: To prevent this from happening …
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Indicate emergency exits clearly everywhere, and 
escape routes should remain free of any obstruction. 
Fire extinguishers will have to be accessible at any 
time, and need to be checked on a yearly basis.  Fire 
blankets will have to be provided for in all rooms, or 
at least in clearly marked places.  (Fig. 32)

Chimneys should be regularly checked and cleaned 
to prevent fire.

Solvents and paints should be kept in a fire-proof 
environment, and specific cleaning agents may 
require thus metal boxes. 

Rags, which are used for linseed oil can easily self-
ignite, and proper disposal is absolutely necessary! 
The same applies also for the ring cleaner: cloths 
used for this product should be dried in a fire-proof 
area. (Fig. 33)

Renewal of electrical wires will have to be 
completed. Torn and damaged wiring will have to 
be replaced immediately. Electrical wires should 
not run near extreme sources of heat, be protected 
to prevent people tripping over them, and should 
be positioned as to not endanger valuable fragile 
objects, when cables are tugged on.

Fig. 32: Fire extinguishers and fire blankets need to be 
accessible

Fig. 33: Damaged wiring need to be replaced
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Check List: Fire Prevention

• Check and replace worn wiring

• Check black plastic wire protections: if not   
 in place they don’t work properly

• Check and replace old electric installation as  
 this is one main cause of fire

Fig. 34: Wires should be placed as to not endanger ob-
jects
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Checklist for the House Management 
Plan

There are several important dates/regimes, which 
need to be integrated into the house management 
plan.

Cleaning

• House keeping at various instances: spring   
 cleaning, pest control (as has already been   
 implemented)

• Regularly check and clean books    
 (pests, microbiological attack)

• Natural History Specimen show cases cleaned  
 regularly every 6-12 months. Do not touch items  
 without gloves (arsenic trioxide)!

• Check exhibits of ivory every 6 months.   
 Turn them in order to evenly expose    
 all sides to light

• Protect metal surface with oil once a year

• Cleaning/clearing and examining of drain pipes,  
 water pipes and roofs, twice a year, or when  
 necessary (heavy rain falls, snow,    
 storms etc.). Provide waste pipes with   
 anti-kickback device

• Chimney sweeper before winter, check all flues  
 (dirty flues are one of the main sources of fire)  
 and make all (also unused ones) chimneys   
 bird-proofed, remove birds’-nests (moths!)

• Consultation of various conservators: metal   
 conservator for renewal of surface protection,  
 cleaning of chandeliers, clocks and    
 mechanical items within next half year

• Tapestries to be vacuumed regularly according to  
 a textile expert (approx. every 3-5 years)

• Clock turnus every 5 years: 5 clocks a year

• Replacement of solar film possibly every 8 years

Security

• Entitle agent for security of objects who   
 organises, coordinates and controls everything  
 with regards to security

• Check chandeliers all 3 years

• Paint storage room: remove paint from room   
 (health and safety!!) and put in fire-proof   
 room/shed etc.

       
       
Fire / Case of Emergency

• Emergency preparedness should be based on a  
 written plan and should be put to test once a year 

• Community risk manager updates information  
 once a year

• Yearly review and update of emergency   
 numbers (e.g. hospital, fire department,   
 police, doctors, allergy helpline, insurance,   
 conservators, pest control) and distribution of  
 lists  to staff/necessary rooms.    
 Keep records of staff having key access

• Provide check list for phone call in case of   
 emergency:      
 1. name, institution    
 2. address      
 3. when did it happen?    
 4. what happened?    
 5. are people in danger or hurt?   
 6. are there particular measures to carry out?

• Testing of burglar alarm/fire alarm    
 (as is already in action). Fire alarm testing once a  
 week, fire alarm system (analogue & digital)   
 serviced every 3 months. Intruder Alarm is   
 tested every day when doors are    
 locked (self-testing),  serviced every 3 months,  
 full check every 3 months

• Check fire hydrants, fire extinguishers,   
 escape routes and maps. Provide all rooms   
 with plans of emergency ways and the nearest  
 exits. Install signs for the nearest fire exit   
 in every room (also visible in smoke)

• Review of emergency kits: First Aid and cleaning  
 materials for “accidents”

• Fire Drill/Emergency Drill/First Aid with   
 house staff and with fire brigade. Fire briefing  
 every year. Real “test-run” approx. every 5 years

• Awareness and training sessions for treatment  
 of furnishings/house keeping etc. for   
 in-house staff, and temporary staff, every year or  
 when necessary. 

• Review salvage list

• Review of insurance policies (e.g. every 5 years)

• Reassessment of most valuable art works   
 (e.g. every 10 years)
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Checklist for Preventive Conservation 
Measures

Entrance

• Place basket with towels for dogs on rainy days  
 at entrance

• Put curtain on the inside of entrance door   
 in times when inside/outside climate differs   
 greatly      

• Install rack/shelves at entrance asking visitors  
 to leave big bags and jackets (rainy days)

• Provide visitors with shoe cleaning device   
 (electrical or not) for rainy days

Main Rooms

• Ventilation: Ventilate once or twice a day for   
 15 min. instead of permanently opened windows

• Place door-stoppers behind doors which might  
 hit furniture/exhibits on walls when opened

• Indicate emergency exits everywhere.   
 Never obstruct emergency exits (corridors etc.)

• Never obstruct fire equipment in corners,   
 behind open doors etc.

• Protect pictures/exhibits in narrow corridors   
 esp. on 1st floor by asking the visitors to leave  
 large bags in Entrance Hall and to carry   
 smaller bags with care

Bed Rooms

• Provide all bathrooms with water detectors

• Provide tubs or basins with overflow drains

• Provide every bed room with a short message  
 like e.g. “We know that the items in this room are  
 fragile and can fall off, break or crack. Please let  
 us know if anything of this kind happens during  
 your stay. Thank you very much for your help.”

• Take photographs showing the last arrangement  
 on the tables/dressers to compare it with   
 the state they’re in after a guest has stayed in  
 order to recognize changes/losses easier by   
 the housekeeper

• Avoid placing water sensitive items    
 (wood, gilding: statues, chairs etc.)    
 near the washing tables 

       
Windows 

• Renew UV Films (replace approx. every 8 years)

• Replace narrow blinds by wider ones (blinds in  
 Great Dining Room are good as they even   
 cover upper zones of windows)

• Replace metal blinds by blinds made of fabric

• Renew putty, esp. in all rooms on South East  
 side

• Conserve and paint wooden sill outside when  
 very dried out, esp. in the rooms on    
 South East side. Water ought to run off
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Location 
Object

Condition Measure Cycle Priority

Porte 
Cochère

Install “Dog Place” outside when rainy 
weather. Provide old towels to dry off dogs

Always Medium

Humidity rises 
extremely on 
rainy days

1.     Check humidity

2.     Avoid constantly open doors

3.     Hang curtain over door in Entrance Hall

4.     Consult expert

Always High

Entrance 
door area

Hang curtain to improve climate, esp. in 
winter

Once High

Head over 
entrance 
door and all 
other hang-
ings

Check if secure Once a year High

Left door 
wing

Scratched on 
lower zone due 
to umbrella stand

Put umbrella stand nearer the table Always Low

Fire ex-
tinguisher 
behind open 
door

Not reachable 
immediately in 
case of fire alarm

Always avoid obstructing fire extinguishers

Put fire equipment where to reach it without 
difficulties

Once High

Smirke 
Wardrobe

Might scratch the 
floor

Put fixed felt underneath Once Low

Picture on 
North East 
wall

1. Surface or var-
nish “tarnished”

2. Frame

Conservator Once Medium

Pictures on 
both walls

Too near to the 
handling: risk of 
damage

If ever to be hung down, consider hanging 
pictures higher afterwards

Once Low

Armour on 
the right to 
Great Hall 
door

Leg fixed by 
tapes

Remove tapes by conservator Once Low

Checklist for Remedial Conservation Measures

Entrance Hall
Ground Floor
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Location 
Object

Condition Measure Cycle Priority

Humidity rises 
extremely on 
rainy days

1.     Check humidity

2.     Avoid constantly open doors

3.     Hang curtain over door in Entrance Hall

4.     Consult expert

Always High

Electricity/
cables

Covers are worn 
on lamps

Replace wiring/ electrician Always, 
when neces-
sary

High

Leather 
chairs 
round the 
round table 
on North 
West wall

1. Leather par-
tially damaged 
on back

2. Some are 
insecure

1. Put damaged chairs where no visitor can 
reach them

2. Conservator

Once 1. High

2. Low

Round table 
on North 
West wall

1. Direct contact 
of glass cover 
onto surface (mi-
croclimate and 
abrasion)

2. Wooden feet 
damaged

1. Place piece of cork (hardware store) be-
tween glass and table

2. Replace with missing items in drawer 

1. Once

2. Once

1. Medium

2. Medium

Book with 
glass cover 
on round 
table

Direct contact of 
glass cover onto 
surface (microcli-
mate)

Place piece of cork (hardware store) be-
tween glass and table

Once Medium

Cassapan-
ca on North 
West wall

Feet: wood worm Conservator Once and 
monitoring

High

Picture with 
oriental lady

Frame lost parts 
of its groundlayer

Conservator Once Medium

Picture with 
oriental 
man

Frame has to be 
redone

Conservator Once Medium

Heavy 
venetian 
trunk on 
North West 
wall

Wood worm Wood Conservator Once and 
monitoring

High

Round table 
in West 
corner

Picture is leaning 
on lamp (heat!)

Rearrange picture Once Medium

Door to 
Staircase 
Hall

Surface damage 
on lower zone 
due to the trol-
leys

Avoid opening the doors by the trolleys Always Medium

Great Hall
Ground Floor
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Smirke 
Chair in 
North cor-
ner

Too near the 
heating radiator

Keep away from heat sources Once High

Italian 
church 
bench

1. One foot loose

2.  Wood worm

1.  To be fixed

2.  Wood Conservator

Once Medium

Door to En-
trance Hall

Parts of right 
wing damaged 
because of fire 
bucket and con-
tact to stonewall

1. Door stop

2. Put right fire bucket next to the left one

Once High

Chair left 
to entrance 
door

1. Pinnacles 
loose

2. covering deli-
cate

1. Fix pinnacles

2. Secure not to be sat on

Once

Once

Medium

High

Framed tex-
tile pictures 
on West 
corner  wall

1. Frame at risk 
because of open 
door of Flemish 
case

2. Textiles worn 
out due to sun-
light

1. Rearrange pictures

2. UV-Film

Once

Once

1. Medium

2. High

Animal 
show cases

Fur and feath-
ers affected by 
insects, partially 
mould

Conservator Once

Check every 
month

Medium

Small car-
pet on table 
with show 
case behind 
sofa

Very dusty Needs cleaning Medium

Piano Tune and play regularly to keep it function-
ing

If not used, relieve tension on strings

Regularly Low

South West 
wall: table 
with Pietra 
Paesana

Feet: Wood 
worm

Regular 
monitoring

High

Metal vases 
on top of 
both chim-
ney pieces

Not fixed Fix Once High

Sofas and 
armchairs

Armrests partially 
soiled

Place protective covers of same material on 
armrests (can be regularily cleaned)

Once when 
upholstery is 
made

Medium

Carpet Holes can be a 
hazard

Refinish holes Once High
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North East 
wall: marble 
bust next 
to Red Hall 
door

placed too near 
to the visitors’ 
route

Remove from door and corridor Once High

Table with 
inlaid work 
next to Red 
Hall Door

Partially dam-
aged

Protect by glass cover with cork underneath Once Medium

Leather 
chair at 
writing table

Seat upholstery 
in a very bad 
condition

1. Not to be sat on any more

2. Conservator

Once Medium

Paravent Much damaged 
as very much 
used and moved

1. Cover risky areas by leather patches

2. Avoid moving paravent  as much as pos-
sible

Once High
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Location 
Object

Condition Measure Cycle Priority

Humidity rises 
extremely on 
rainy days

1.  Check humidity

2.  Avoid constantly open doors

3.  Hang curtain over door in Entrance Hall

4.  Consult expert

Always High

Wallpaper  
on North 
East wall

Flocked UV-filter on windows Once Medium

Light spots 
on walls

Too near the ex-
hibits on walls

Slightly rearrange exhibits Once Medium

Heating 
radiators

Too near the 
wooden exhibits 
on wall

Hang exhibits higher Once Medium/ 
High

Show case Light too hot for 
exhibits

Replace light bulb Once Medium/ 
High

Panelling 
on North 
wall

Partially dam-
aged due to 
table in corner

Remove table Once Low

Door to 
Great Hall

Partially dam-
aged due to 
table in corner

Remove table Once Low

Cabinet 
table on 
North wall

Surface partially 
damaged

Wood conservator Once Low

Wooden 
chairs on 
North West 
wall

Risk of loosing 
fragile items due 
to cord

Place cords at chairs where they cannot do 
any harm to the material

Once Medium

Lower 
wooden 
zone of 
North West 
wall

Surfaces dam-
aged due to 
constantly stor-
ing tables etc. in 
case of wed-
dings

Paravent Very much dam-
aged due to 
permanent use

Replace by another paravent, e.g. the one in 
the Long Library

Once High

Metal trunk Rust Conservator Once Medium

Horse In case of an 
event:  easel 
and other things 
leaning on horse

Do not lean things on horse Always High

Horse 
cover

Torn/ worn Fix threads and loosened textile patches Once Medium

Red Hall
Ground Floor
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Horse hair Risk of insects 
etc.

Conservator Check regu-
larly

Low
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Location 
Object

Condition Measure Cycle Priority

Windows Window putty 
partially missing

Fill in missing putty Once Medium

Outside 
window sill

Weathered and 
cracked

Consult wood conservator Once Medium

Window 
shutters

Varnish peeling 
off

1. Renew varnish

2. UV protection (blinds wider)

Once 1. Low

2. High

Cord of 
window 
curtains

May lead to an 
abrasion of deli-
cate silk curtain

Replace cord with a softer material Once Low

(Pugin) 
Chairs

Textile cov-
ering

Usage

Borders loos-
ened, detached 
from body

Worn covers

Sat on by every-
day visitors

1. Secure (sew back) loosened parts to pre-
vent further loss and tearing

2. Eventually textile conservator

1. Prevent further damage by putting tempo-
rary cushion/cover.

2. Textile conservator

Prevent people from sitting on them by a 
cord/sign as very valuable (Salvage List)

1. Always 
when nec-
essary

2. Once

1. Always 
when nec-
essary

2. Once

Always

1. High

2. Medium/ 
High

1. High

2. Medium

Tables Direct contact of 
glass cover onto 
wooden surface 
(microclimate 
and abrasion)

Place piece of cork (hardware store) between 
glass and table

Once Medium

Small table 
near central 
window

Veneer de-
tached, cracked 
table top

 Wood conservator Once Medium

Low table 
with stone 
cover

Cracked and 
loose stone top

Stone conservator Once Medium

Covers and 
carpets

Loosened bor-
ders, threads

1. Secure (sew back) loosened parts to pre-
vent further loss and tearing

2. Eventually textile conservator

1. Always 
when nec-
essary

2. Once

1. High

2. Medium

Capitals Missing ele-
ments

Stucco conservator/gilder Once Low

Gothic Drawing Room
Ground Floor
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Walls at 
North West 
wall and 
North East 
wall (door 
to Red 
Room/
Octagon 
Saloon)

Holes at height 
of 1.5 metre/5 
feet

Fill in plaster/ wall conservator Once Medium

Electricity/

cables

Cover is worn 
on lamps

Replace wiring/ electrician Always 
when nec-
essary

High

Sofas Armrests soiled Place protective covers of same material on 
armrests (can be regularly cleaned)

Once 
when 
upholstery 
is made

Medium

Books Covers, binding 
damaged and 
loosened

Paper conservator Always 
when nec-
essary

High

Leather 
border in 
bookcase

Too close and 
bent

Rearrange books to fit height Once Medium

Painted 
area above 
fire place, 
top left

Paint layer flak-
ing off

Painting conservator Once High

Easel in 
South 
corner

Unstable Change and check position, secure if neces-
sary easel and painting

Once High

Chimney 
piece

Much coal dust 
on top

Protect top of chimney piece by e.g. a glass 
cube

Once Medium

Fire place / 
tile in bot-
tom left

Cracked and 
detached

Stone/ceramics conservator Once Medium
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Location 
Object

Condition Measure Cycle Priority

Windows Window putty 
partially missing

Fill in missing putty Once Medium

Outside 
window sill

Weathered and 
cracked

Consult wood conservator Once Medium

Outer win-
dows with 
door to 
terrace

Outer stairs 
damaged

1. Cover with new wood layer

2. Door mat outside

Once 1. Medium

2. High

Chair right 
next to 
south door

Surface damage 
due to door

Doorstop Once Medium

Chairs: 
textile cov-
ering

Worn covers 1. Prevent further damage by putting tempo-
rary cushion/cover.

2. Textile conservator

1. Always 
when nec-
essary

2. Once

1. High

2. Medium

Pictures on 
North East 
wall

Surface dam-
aged

Conservator Once Low

Pietre Dure 
table

At risk because 
of flower vases 
put on during 
weddings

Cover with glass and cork Once High

Wooden 
gilded 
florentine 
trunk

Damage at the 
corners

1. Never to be moved, wrong place

2. Conservator

Once 1. High

2. Medium

Wallpaper 
near east-
ern chim-
ney piece

Cracks Conservator Once Low

Western 
chimney 
piece

Crack at the 
back

Conservator Once Low

Octagon Room
Ground Floor
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Location 
Object

Condition Measure Cycle Priority

Ceiling over 
kitchen 
door

Varnish whit-
ened or gone

Conservator Once Low

Tea trolley 
in south 
corner

Contains traces 
of leftovers

(source of in-
sects)

Has to be carefully cleaned after a dinner or/
and removed

Always High

Carpet Contains traces 
of leftovers after 
dinners

(source of in-
sects)

Carpets have to be hoovered carefully and 
soon after dinners

Always High

Ceramics 
on tables

Might damage 
the wooden sur-
face and polish

Put fixed felt underneath ceramics Once Medium

Picture 
lamps and 
table lamps 
in the room

1. Bulbs are 
getting too hot. 
Heat can cause 
damage to pic-
ture surfaces

2. Wires are 
lacerated

1. Replace lamp bulbs by energy saving lamp 
bulbs

2. Replace Wiring

1. Once

2. Once

1. Low

2. High

Benches 
and chairs 
on walls

1. Standing too 
near the wall

1. Remove furniture from wall

2. Furniture with historic rolls to be carried not 
pushed

Always Medium

North West 
wall: gilded 
frames of 
both mir-
rors

Pieces of gild-
ing have fallen 
off

Conservator Once Medium

North West 
wall: round 
table in 
front of 
second 
window

French polish 
might bleach 
out

Check UV film or hang blinds Once High

North West 
wall: his-
toric case 
on right 
table

Right edge 
damaged

Conservator Once Medium - 
High

Easel with 
painting 
in north 
corner

Insecure, es-
pecially due to 
carpet

Fix easel Once Low

Dining Room
Ground Floor
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North East 
wall: Pic-
ture frame 
of portrait 
of the Duke 
of Welling-
ton

Damaged Conservator Once Medium

North East 
wall: left 
show table

1. Small holes 
in the felt (in-
sects?)

2. Some glass 
painting of 
medaillons 
detached

1. To be checked

2. Conservator

Once 1. High

2. Medium

Right show 
table

Different materi-
als of exhibits in 
one case

Rearrange exhibits, esp. the textiles

Remove sandal especially as it might contain 
chemical additives (softener etc.)

Once Medium

South East 
wall: Pic-
ture over 
left door to 
Red Hall

White film on 
surface

To be checked by conservator Once Low
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Location 
Object

Condition Measure Cycle Priority

Coffered 
ceiling

1. Surfaces and 
frames partially 
damaged in 
various areas

2. Wrongly fixed 
by tapes on 
eastern window 
wall (betw. first 
and second 
window from 
left)

1. Conservator

2. Remove strips by an expert (gilding will 
come off)

Once 1. Low

2. High

Books on 
South East 
wall

Spines dam-
aged

Book binder Once Medium

Plastic 
jalousie on 
windows

Dusty Replace by textile (wide enough) sun blinds Once Low

Carpet 
border on 
South East 
wall

Very much 
abrased and 
torn

Secure border by cover as much used due to 
window blinds

Once Medium

Cords on 
arm rests of 
sofas

Risk of abrasion Remove cords from sofas and avoid further 
contact

Once High

Card table 
in front of 
second 
window 
from left

Wood worm Wood conservator Once High

East Wall:

Book case 
to right

Wood Worm Wood conservator Once High

Firewood 
baskets

Fresh firewood 
contains in-
sects etc.

Replace firewood by heated firewood (65 de-
grees) to minimize wood worm risk

Always 
when nec-
essary

High

Ottoman Holes in surface Fix and cover to prevent further damage Once High

Border of 
table cover-
ing of small 
round table 
in centre of 
the room

Bridge bars Remove bridge bars and stitch on Once High

Writing 
desk with 
leather 
surface

Items on table 
can cause 
scratches

Provide felt patches fixed underneath items Once Medium

Long Library
Ground Floor
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Left drawer 
of writing 
desk

Loosened 
frame due 
to too much 
stress/tension

Conservator Once High

Boomer-
angs on 
writing 
desk

Surfaces show 
wrong cleaning

Change cleaning tools and materials Once High
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Location 
Object

Condition Measure Cycle Priority

Corridor 
windows

Check whether water tight Once High

Windows Put lavender sachets on window sills to pre-
vent cluster flies

Once Low

Table 1.  Direct con-
tact of glass 
cover onto 
wooden surface 
(microclimate 
and abrasion)

2. Touched by 
the cord (abra-
sion)

1. Place piece of cork (hardware store) be-
tween glass and table

2. Remove Table slightly towards window

1. Once

2. Once

Medium

Books on 
small side 
table next 
to fire place

Books might be 
damaged and 
often touched 
due to cleaning

Put non-sensitive books instead Once Low

Photo-
graphs

Sensible to 
sunlight

Check if UV Film is sufficient Once Medium

Animal 
show case

Insects? Conservator Once 
and then 
checked by 
staff once 
in a month

Low

East Turret Room
Ground Floor
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Location 
Object

Condition Measure Cycle Priority

Book 
cases on 
all walls

1. Wood worm

2. Partially in-
sects in books

Conservator 1. Once

Monitoring 
book cases 
regularly for 
fresh wood 
dust

High

Gramo-
phone 
records

Located 
horizontally 
for decorative 
reasons

Store vertically Once Medium

Standard 
lamp

Shade damaged Replace Once Low

Pictures Wood worm? Check for security Once a year High

Firewood 
baskets

Fresh firewood 
contains insects 
etc.

Replace firewood by heated firewood (65 
degrees) to minimize wood worm risk

Always 
when nec-
essary

High

Ceiling Wood worm in 
mouldings?

Check for security Once a year High

North Wall: 
small side 
table

Loosened and 
lacking items

Conservator Once Low

South East 
wall: black 
table lamp

Wood worm Conservator Once Medium

South East 
wall: black 
table clock

Right column 
loosened

Fix Once Medium

Little Library
Ground Floor
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Location 
Object

Condition Measure Cycle Priority

South West 
vestibule: 
cupboard

1. Surface may 
be scratched

2. Ornaments 
partially dirty 
(risk of insects)

3. Left skirting 
loosened

1. Put fixed felt underneath the porcelain 
vases

2. Brush gently

3. Fix skirting

1. Once

2. Once a 
year

3. Once

Low

High

Medium

Florentine 
chairs

Wood worm Wood conservator Once High

Carpet Loosened 
threads

Fix threads Once High

North West 
wall: vacu-
um cleaner 
is often 
leaning on 
clock

Clock might be 
damaged

Find another place to put hoover into Always Medium

North West 
wall: door 
to State 
Bedroom 
corridor

Stone on floor 
scratches the 
door

Replace stone by a proper doorstop Once Medium

Animal 
show cases

Insects? To be checked by a conservator Once Medium

Lamp on 
pedestal in 
corner of 
the stairs

1. Very delicate 
construction 
as pedestal is 
too small and 
incline

2. Too near to 
the wall

3. Lamp stand 
is insecure 
itself, cracks

1. Replace pedestal by suitable one

2. Remove from wall

3. Conservator

1. Once

2. Once 

3. Once

High

High

High

North cor-
ner behind 
stairs: door 
to State 
Bedroom 
corridor

When opened, 
door hits the 
armoury on 
wall: damaged

1. Door stop

2. Hang armoury higher

1. Once

2. Once

1. Medium

2. Medium

North East 
wall: cup-
board

Textile on back 
torn

Close cracks Once Low

Staircase Hall
Ground Floor
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Small table 
with plate 
on North 
East wall

Table might 
scratch the 
surface

Put fixed felt underneath the plate Once Medium

Tapestries 
on North 
East wall

1. Tapestries 
buckles

2. Cords are 
missing

1. Fix lower ends

2. Providing cords to pull off Gobelins immedi-
ately in case of fire

1. Once

2. Once

Medium

South East 
wall: chairs 
and gong 
in the East 
Corner

Chairs and 
gong too near 
the heating 
radiator

Remove items from heat sources Once High

South East 
wall: leather 
benches

Partially too 
dirty in lower 
zone (risk of 
insects!)

To be cleaned more carefully in gaps Once a 
year

Medium

South East 
wall: chairs

Chairs too 
near to the 
wall: damages 
on walls and 
chairs

Remove items from walls Once High

Fire equip-
ment in 
South 
corner

Hidden by sev-
eral items

Avoid obstructing fire equipment Always High

Computer 
trolley

Trolley hits flor-
entine chair

Avoid contact Always High

Heavy 
exhibits 
hanging 
on Walls 
(heads etc.)

Check if still fixed and secure High
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Location 
Object

Condition Measure Cycle Priority

Canvas 
surface of 
door

Loosened and 
missing areas

Consolidate loosened items and reconstruct 
missing areas

Once High

South West 
wall: mirror 
over wash-
ing table

Wood worm ? To be checked Every fort-
night

Medium

Ceramics 
on washing 
table

Might be broken 
or stolen

Secure small items Once Low

North West 
wall: mirror 
on dresser

Scratches 
on surface of 
dresser

Avoid moving mirror during cleaning Always Medium

Dresser Active wood 
worm!

Conservator Once High

Picture 
above 
chimney 
piece

Check if secure Once Medium

Window 
curtains

Faded Check UV Film Once Medium

North 
corner and 
behind and 
next to the 
cupboard 
on North 
East wall

Water stains

Mould?

Conservator Once High

North East 
wall: paint-
ed canvas 
wall

Pieces of can-
vas have fallen 
off, background 
uneven

Conservator Once High

North East 
wall: Sacra 
Conver-
sazione

White stains on 
surface

Check by conservator Once Low

South East 
Wall: chair 
with bas-
ketwork

Insecure and 
seat very fragile

Better not to use it any more in this state

Replace

Once Medium

State Bed Wood worm ? To be checked Every fort-
night

Medium

State Bed 
curtain

Torn To be reconstructed by conservator Once High

State Bed 
trunk

Feet loosened

Wood worm?

To be checked Once Medium

State Bedroom (& State Bathroom)
Ground Floor
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Location 
Object

Condition Measure Cycle Priority

Gobelins 1. Sunlight

2. Cords are 
missing

1. Check whether UV film of Windows still 
functions

2. Provide cords to pull off tapestries immedi-
ately in case of fire

1. Once

2. Once

1. Medium

2. High

Picture on 
second 
landing

At  risk due to 
visitors’ chairs 
standing too 
close

Remove chairs from picture Once High

Leather 
bench

Cord touches 
leather surface: 
scuff

Removing cords from delicate materials Always High

Staircase
First Floor
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Location 
Object

Condition Measure Cycle Priority

South East 
corridor: 
trunk

1. Scratched by 
visitors’ sign

2. Wood worm?

1. Keep minimum distance of 10 cm between 
furniture and walls/signs etc.

2. Check wood worm activity by monitoring 
system

1. Always

2. Once

Medium

High

Lamps on 
trunk

Bulbs too hot Exchange with energy saving bulbs Once Medium

Animal 
show case 
(cheetah)

Cheetah looses 
fur (insects very 
likely)

Check by conservator Once High

Picture 
with 
woman on 
South East 
wall

Scratches on 
lower zone 
(caused by 
bags?)

Ask visitors to leave bags in Entrance Hall/to 
carry bags with care

Always High

Corridor to 
East Turret 
Bedroom:

Picture 
of five 
children on 
South West 
wall

1. Nails push 
through the 
canvas

2. Check hang-
ing

1. Conservator 1. Once 1. Medium

South 
East wall: 
portrait of 
a man

Surface highly 
in need of con-
servation

Conservator Once High

North East 
corridor:

Plinths of 
busts

Inclined Check if secure Once High

South West 
Corridor:

Black 
dresser

Surface 
scratched

Put glass cover with cork on dresser Once Medium

Corridors
First Floor
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Location 
Object

Condition Measure Cycle Priority

Vestibule: 
Paravent

At risk Remove and consult conservator Once Medium

Vestibule: 
Ceiling

Water stains Check if active Once High

North East 
wall: tiles

Tiles loose and 
partly damaged

Check if secure Once Low

Paravent Edges much 
abrased

Consult conservator Once Low

Window 
wall: right 
cabinet

Active wood-
worm

Consult conservator Once and 
check 
regularly

High

Curtains in 
altar area

Infested by 
moths

Remove and take action Once and 
check 
regularly

High

Footstools Infested by 
moths

Remove and take action Once and 
check 
regularly

High

Chapel
First Floor
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Location 
Object

Condition Measure Cycle Priority

Outside 
window sill

Weathered and 
cracked

Consult wood conservator Once Medium

Ceiling on 
window 
wall (left 
window)

- water stains

- damp

Check if old or new stains Once High

Curtain rail Wood worm? Check if active wood worm Once Medium

Gilded 
chair on 
window 
wall (right 
side)

Gilding and 
fabric; gesso 
ground is par-
tially missing 
and “open” 
surfaces need 
to be integrated 
or securely 
fixed to prevent 
further damage. 
Fabric is torn 
and damaged.

Consult conservator Once Medium

Chinese 
metal trunk

Knocks against 
wall when 
opened

Signs of rust

Protect wall

Metal conservator

Once

Once

Medium

Medium

Fire screen Fabric is torn 
and damaged

Conservator Once Low

Vases on 
chimney 
piece

Vases touch 
mirror

Keep enough distance between items and 
delicate surface

Once Medium

Washing 
table

1. Plexiglass 
too near the 
wall (microcli-
mate)

2. Edge loose

1. Remove from wall

2. Fix edge

1. Once

2. Once

1. High

2. Medium

Bed-head 
fabric

Fabric is torn 
and damaged

Textile conservator Once High

Chinese Bedroom
First Floor
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Location 
Object

Condition Measure Cycle Priority

Chinese 
Dressing 
Room: 
ceiling and 
wallpaper

1. Appliqués 
partially de-
tached from 
wall 

2. Water stains/ 
mould in win-
dow area

Conservator Once Medium

Cord of 
window 
curtains

May lead to 
an abrasion of 
delicate silk 
curtain

Replace cord with a softer material Once Low

Table Direct contact 
of glass cover 
onto wooden 
surface (mi-
croclimate and 
abrasion)

Place piece of cork (hardware store) between 
glass and table

Once Medium

Mirror Risk of slipping Put rubber underneath Once Low

Small 
statues on 
chimney 
piece

Risk of being 
stolen

Place such small things where they are not too 
easily reached

Once Medium

Washing 
table

Buddha statue 
(gilded wood) 
too sensible

Put away from water source Once High

Chapel 
Dressing 
Room:

painted 
silk picture

Too much hu-
midity

Remove from bathroom Once Low

Plate 
hanging 
over tub

Too near the 
tub (risk of 
being pulled 
down)

Hang higher Once Medium

Dressing Rooms 
First Floor
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Location 
Object

Condition Measure Cycle Priority

Corridor to 
Red Bed-
room:

light from 
ceiling

Light coming 
from ceiling 
affects pho-
tographs and 
pastels

UV Film

or

Replace photographs by oil pictures

Once High

Windows Putty lost Renew putty Once High

Dresser Wood is 
cracked, parts 
are missing and 
elements are 
loose.

Consult wood conservator

Blue-white 
porcelain 
on dresser

Dresser surface 
sensible

Put felt underneath Once Medium

Blanket on 
dresser

Worn out Consult textile conservator Once Low

Glass 
items on 
dressing 
table

Too fragile Replace by less sensible items Once Low

Lamp-
shades 
near bed

Cracked mate-
rial; temporary 
fixing on the 
interior.

Consult conservator Once Medium

Red Bedroom
First Floor
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Location 
Object

Condition Measure Cycle Priority

Italian 
Bedroom:

left bed 
post

Broken and 
loosened

Fix Once High

Italian 
Bedroom:

small table

Veneer has be-
come detached

Structure needs adjusting Once Medium

Italian 
Bedroom:

chair and 
fabric in 
general

Torn and dam-
aged fabric 
needs stabiliz-
ing to prevent 
further dam-
age. Missing 
carved ele-
ments need to 
be substituted.

Consult conservator Once Medium

Italian 
Bedroom:

lamp-
shade

Deformed, brit-
tle and loss of 
paint layer

Consult conservator Once Medium

Blue Bed-
room:

cupboard

Veneer loose Consult wood conservator Once Low

Blue Bed-
room:

windows

Check UV Film due to sensible drawings Once Medium

Tulip 
Room:

dresser

Veneer is 
detached from 
support

Consult wood conservator Once Medium

Tulip 
room:

cupboard

Veneer is 
detached from 
support

Consult wood conservator Once Medium

Bedrooms
First Floor
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Fig.13:  The National Trust (2006)           
   “Manual of Housekeeping. The Care of Collections in Historic Houses open to the Public”   
   fig. 28d.
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